Campus Officials

Cabagan Campus
Republic of the Philippines
Isabela State University
Cabagan, Isabela

CAMPUS OFFICIALS

DR. RICHARD C. RAMIREZ
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

PROF. OLIVEROS M. VALIENTE
DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE

DR. EILEEN C. BERNARDO
DIRECTOR FOR ACADEMICS & RELATED AFFAIRS
DR. MILADIS M. AFIDCHAO
DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

DR. ADORA B. AMMUGAUAN
DIRECTOR FOR EXTENSION AND TRAINING

PROF. JOUEL TAGGUEG
DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR CAGAYAN VALLEY PROGRAMME AND ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT
ARCH. GERALDINE JACELA-PAGUIGAN
DIRECTOR, CAMPUS PLANNING AND MIS

MR. EDWIN T. MARAYAG
DIRECTOR, CAMPUS BUSINESS AFFAIRS OFFICE

DR. AMBROSE HANS G. AGGABAO
DEAN, COLLEGE OF TEACHER EDUCATION
JANE G. CABAUATAN  
DEAN, COLLEGE OF DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION AND ARTS & SCIENCES

DR. OSCAR P. CARDENAS  
DEAN, COLLEGE OF FORESTRY & ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

DR. SAMUEL R. SIMON  
DEAN, PROVINCIAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE
PROF. ROSELLE M. BELTRAN
CHIEF, OFFICE OF STUDENT SERVICES

DR. JOVY M. SEVITILLO
COORDINATOR, EXTERNAL / INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES

DR. BOYET L. BATANG
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER
MRS. PURISIMA B. CANAPI
CAMPUS REGISTRAR

DR. SHARON B. CATAJAY
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR

DR. CAROL S. JACINTO
CAMPUS PHYSICIAN
PAULITA B. MACABALLUG
CAMPUS DENTIST

MS. GRACE VINASOY
CAMPUS LIBRARIAN

MS. KATHERINE M. ZIPAGAN
DORM MATRON
MS. JANET G. BALISI
FINANCE OFFICER

MR. DOMINGO Q. MACABALLUG
BUDGET OFFICER

MS. MARISSA L. TUMALIUAN
HEAD CASHIER
MR. DONALD B. ZIPAGAN
HEAD, GENERAL SERVICES

MR. RANDY MORILLO
HEAD, SECURITY UNIT

MR. RENATO B. JIMENEZ
RECREATIONAL & SOCIAL WELFARE OFFICER